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     Introduction:  Several morphologic features and
patterns seen on the surface of Mars have potential
analogs in Jurassic eolian sandstones in southern
Utah.  In this study we seek an explanation for these
conspicuous features visible in high resolution Mars
Orbiter Camera (MOC) images from the Sinus
Meridiani and Aram Chaos hematite regions on Mars
[5], by comparing them with similar well-studied
features in southern Utah, USA.  Diagenetic hematite
deposits and zones of redbed bleaching in Utah are
often linked to goemorphic and geologic features
such as knobs, buttes, bleached layers, fractures and
rings on a variety of scales.  Similar landforms are
seen to dominate the landscape in the hematite-rich
regions on Mars (Fig.1).

     Apparent similarities between these two systems
[4] provide the basis for interpretation of the Martian
hematite as a chemical precipitate from groundwater
flow.  Much of the past literature has focused on
Earth analogs for Martian hematite that are either
hydrothermal, a process of ground water leaching
through soils, or layered lake or oceanic precipitates
similar to banded iron formations [5].  We propose
that the Martian hematite may have formed by low-
temperature (<100° C) diagenetic fluid flow
processes similar to those commonly observed in
southern Utah.  The hematite occurrences in southern
Utah are not nearly as extensive as the hematite
deposits on Mars.  However, the process behind their
formation is of interest as it provides a model for iron
removal, transportation, and precipitation in a low-
temperature hydrologic groundwater system.
     Diagenetic Utah hematite: In southern Utah
hematite concretions have formed within continental
sandstones and are exposed as extensive features
resistant to weathering, often armoring the underlying

sandstone (Fig.2).  These hematite-cemented
sandstones commonly occur as pods, beds, and
cylindrical pipes and columns that often cross-cut the
surrounding primary bedding.  The relationship
between bleached redbed sandstone and secondary
mineralization is well documented [1,2,3].  Reducing
fluids (likely from interaction with hydrocarbons)
mobilize primary iron grain coatings and tend to
bleach sandstone along permeable favorable transport
pathways, then precipitate iron oxides when the
reduced brines mix with oxygenated groundwater.
     The distribution of hematite and bleached strata is
controlled by the presence of preferential fluid flow
pathways related to variations in porosity and
permeability.  The cementation patterns distribution
can be strataform, or cross-cutting, and deposits can
be further concentrated by erosion and preferential
accumulation of these resistant mineralogies.

     Some hematite deposits are associated with large
pipe-like bodies of fluidized sand that intruded
through the sedimentary bedding. The pipes have in
many cases acted as conduits for the fluids that
transported the iron. These bodies are in general
cylindrical and can be several tens of meters in both
width and vertical extent (Fig.3). In certain areas,

Fig. 2. Diagenetic hematite cementation in Utah sandstone.

Fig. 3. Hematite cemented knobs A,B) Utah; C, D (inset) Mars.
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Fig. 1. Bleached rings: A) Utah,  B) Mars.
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pipes generate clusters of towers a few meters high,
and some even cap and protect hundred meter high
butte-like mountains.
     Bleaching:  Fluid flow along permeable layers,
pipes, and fractures can remove the iron from redbeds
leaving a bleached fingerprint of flow pathways.
Diverse patterns of bleaching indicate the variety of
controls on fluid flow.  Ring shaped and linear
fractures and sedimentary layers on Mars show
anomalous high albedo zones, possibly bleached
fractures related to impacts and tectonic structures
(Fig.1, 4).

     Knob formation:  The Martian surface shows
several knobs potentially analogous with the Utah
liquefied sand intrusions (Fig.5).  There are several
scenarios for how the knobs could have formed:
1. Sediment intrusions, 2. Cementation along vents,
3. Volcanic pipes (unlikely due to distribution and
lack of volcanic indicators), 4. Mud volcanoes (but
the images show they are formed inside the strata
rather than on top), and 5. Other kind of chimneys.
     Weathering:  Fluid flow related alteration in
sandstone commonly effects subsequent weathering
patterns.  Depending on fluid chemistry, bleaching
processes can 1) dissolve cements and decrease the
cohesiveness of the rock, or 2) precipitate cements
and strengthen the rock.  Bleached beds appear to be
related to zones of weathering pits in Utah and on
Mars (Fig. 6).  However, in some areas bleached
zones stand out in relief relative to the surrounding
rock (Fig. 4).  Zones of hematite cementation armor
the underlying sandstone, resulting in the preferential
erosion of the surrounding rock, creating the knob
morphology seen in Figure 3.

     Theoretical model:  Following the Utah model,
high albedo layers and rings in the mapped area on
Mars are due to removal of iron when a reducing
and/or low pH fluid moved up along fractures and
permeable materials.  Hematite was precipitated
intraformationally where the fluid transporting the
reduced iron met oxidizing conditions.  Diagenetic
processes caused continued crystal growth and the
development of coarse crystalline grey hematite.
     Our modeling shows that pH differences due to
the presence of CO2 could release iron from host
silicate minerals, but that reducing fluids are likely
necessary for the transport of iron.  A strength of this
model is that it does not require a geologically and
paleoclimatologically complicated environment such
as large standing bodies of water, or hydrothermal
systems, circumstances that appear inconsistent with
present geological and mineralogical data for the
hematite-rich areas on Mars.
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Fig. 4. Bleached faults: A,C) Utah; B,D) Mars.
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Fig. 6.  Weathering pits in variably bleached strata: A) Utah, B) Mars.
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Fig. 5. Large scale knobs: A) Mars, B) Utah.
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